Rock Star Name (w/ sunglasses)

This activity demands a little ‘ham’ in all of your students - be sure you model this activity!

Directions: Have students fill out the list and then hand them the sun-glasses so they can act out their ‘new’ name. For example, the first name is for a rock star. They will write down their first pet in the blank (let’s use ‘cat’), and their current car (let’s use ‘Infiniti’) in the second blank. Hand them the sun glasses and ask them what is their new ‘Rock Star’ name - with as much ‘ham’ as they can provide (Cat Infiniti).

YOUR ROCK STAR NAME: (first pet ______________, current car_________________)

YOUR DETECTIVE NAME: (favorite color __________, favorite animal_______________)

YOUR SOAP OPERA NAME: (middle name __________, city where you were born__________)

YOUR STAR WARS NAME: (combine the first 3 letters of your last name ________________, with the first 2 letters of your first name________________)

SUPERHERO NAME: (”The” + 2nd favorite color __________, favorite drink _____________)

NASCAR NAME: (the first names of your grandfathers _____________  ____________)

WITNESS PROTECTION NAME: (mother’s ___________ & father’s ___________ middle names)

TV WEATHER ANCHOR NAME: (Your 5th grade teacher’s last name ____________, a major city that starts with the same 1st letter ________________)

CARTOON NAME: (favorite fruit ________________, article of clothing you’re wearing right now + “ie” or “y” _________________)